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Embracing and Deepening Our Learning Journey

As we welcomed 2024, Skyline Math and Science Academy embarked on a journey of renewal,

reflection, and continued commitment to our core values of diversity, community, and social

justice. January was a month filled with significant moments and milestones that reminded us

of our collective goals and the bright future we are building together.

Honoring Legacy and Diversity

The month began with a reflection on the profound legacy of Martin Luther King Jr., whose life

and work continue to inspire our commitment to creating an inclusive, equitable learning

environment. Observing this day provided our students and staff an opportunity to reflect on

our roles in fostering a community that upholds the ideals of diversity and social justice.



Assessing Growth: NWEA Testing

Mid-January marked the commencement of the NWEA Testing on January 16th, a critical phase

in our academic calendar designed to assess individual student progress. This testing period

allows us to tailor our educational strategies to meet the unique needs of each student,

ensuring that every child is supported in their learning journey.



Reflecting and Looking Ahead: Quarters End and Begin

The transition from Quarter 2 to Quarter 3 between January 19th and January 22nd

represented a pivotal moment in our academic year. It was a time for students and teachers

alike to reflect on the achievements and challenges of the past months and to set ambitious

goals for the remainder of the year.

Strengthening Partnerships: Parent-Teacher Conferences

The parent-teacher conferences on January 25th and 26th were a cornerstone event, further

cementing the essential partnership between our school and our students' families. These

discussions provided valuable insights into student progress, celebrated achievements, and

identified areas for growth and support.



Warm regards,

The Skyline Math and Science Academy Team

Stay connected and informed about our journey through 2024 by visiting our website at

www.skylinemsa.org or calling us at (612) 200-9916.
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